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Subject: filing Discrimina-on/Harassment Intake Form
Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 at 9:01:48 PM Eastern Daylight Time
From: Bau-sta, Delfin
To: Griffin, Kerri, Equity and Civil Rights Compliance
ADachments: delfin bau-sta discrimina-on intake form.docx

Hello, 

AVached is my intake form; I am sending this form with much fear and worry about ramifica-ons. 
Please let me know if addi-onal informa-on is needed.  

Thank you for your -me and help. 
delfin

delfin bautista, msw, mdiv.
pronouns: they / them / their or just delfin
Director, LGBT Center at Ohio University
Baker University Center 354
bautista@ohio.edu  / 740.593.2515 / www.ohio.edu/lgbt
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Instagram ~ oulgbtcenter
 
"The LGBT Center advances the diversity mission of Ohio University by creating a campus and community environment inclusive and
supportive of sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and queerness."

mailto:bautista@ohio.edu
http://www.ohio.edu/lgbt


 

Office of Equity and Civil 
Rights Compliance  

 
Discrimination/Harassment Intake Form 

 
Instructions 
 
Submit this form to the Office of Equity and Civil Rights Compliance (ECRC) in person at Lindley Hall 
006, Athens, OH 45701; via fax at 740-593-9168, or via email at equity@ohio.edu.  

 
PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION 

 
Person alleging discrimination/harassment: 
 
Name: delfin bautista ____________________________  Title: Director, LGBT Center _________________  
 
Department:  Office for Diversity and Inclusion ________  E-mail Address:  bautista@ohio.edu ____________  
 
Campus Mail Address:  354 Baker University Center _______________________________________________  
 
Campus Phone:  740-593-2515 ____________________  Preferred Phone:   _______________  
 
Person against whom allegation of discrimination/harassment is being made: 
 
Name: Gigi Secuban ____________________________  Title:  VP for Diversity and Inclusion ___________  
 
Department:  Office for Diversity and Inclusion ________  E-mail Address:  secuban@ohio.edu ____________  
 
Campus Mail address: 310 Cutler  ______________________________________________________________  
 
Campus Phone:  ________________________________  Preferred Phone:  ___________________________  
 
Person referring the complaint (if different than the person alleging discrimination/harassment): 
 
Name: ________________________________________  Title:  ____________________________________  
 
Department:  ____________________________________  E-mail Address:  ___________________________  
 
Campus mail address:  _______________________________________________________________________  
 
Campus Phone:  ________________________________  Preferred Phone:  ___________________________  
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Please draft a brief description of the incidents or behaviors that are related to the alleged 
discrimination/harassment and indicate when they occurred.  
 
Note: If this matter proceeds to the investigation stage, this document [in its entirety] will be provided to 
the Respondent and their supervisor or supervisory unit. 
 
Date or time period of alleged incident (s):  ______________________________________________________   
 
Description of behavior:  please see attached narrative.  
 
 _________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
ECRC investigates complaints that meet the requirements of the following policies: 
Sexual Misconduct, policy 03.004  http://www.ohio.edu/policy/03-004.html  
Equal Employment and Educational Opportunity, policy 40.001  http://www.ohio.edu/policy/40-001.html 
The American with Disabilities Act Compliance, policy 03.003  http://www.ohio.edu/policy/03-003.html 
Whistle-blowing and Retaliation, policy 03.006  http://www.ohio.edu/policy/03-006.html 
 
 
  
e-sign:  Delfin Bautista  9/25/18 ___________  
Signature of Person Submitting This Form       Date 
 
LGBT Center Athens ___________  
Department           Campus 
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It is with mixed emotions and much fear that I write this narrative.  I am writing with concerns that have been 
percolating for some time now and I am not sure how best to address them.  I fear ramifications for my 
position at OHIO since I am raising concerns about my immediate supervisor, Dr Gigi Secuban.     
 
Since beginning her tenure as Vice President, Dr Secuban has been adamant about not micromanaging us as 
directors; however, I feel conflicted as my experience and feelings reflect the opposite.  In the past we have 
been able to conduct media interviews, especially if related to an event or program that we oversee.  When it 
came to broader stories that are more thematic or potentially controversial, we were asked to run them by 
UCM just to make sure of the background and intent of the story (such as a recent request regarding Rick 
Neal).  Because I am listed in the expert directory, UCM will often forward reporters to me for interviews on a 
variety of LGBTQ issues and intersections of issues….also reporters will often look at the directory and contact 
me directly.   I feel that my professionalism is being undermined in that I have to forward all interview 
requests to Dr. Secuban requesting permission to be interviewed.  I have received three awards from UCM for 
media representation;  if I have spoken out of place at any time, it has never been brought to my attention.  I 
was misquoted once by College Fix (conservative news outlet) and Shari Clarke checked in with me to get my 
perspective.  After I clarified what I actually said, all was resolved.   Dr. Secuban appears to lack trust in my 
ability to represent the university and is undermining and devaluing of my professional abilities and expertise.   
 
Secondly, I understand the need to account for our finances as a unit and as individual offices.   Dr. Secuban 
has complicated our ability to program as now all transactions need to go through a pre-approval process with 
the process itself not being very clear.  I asked about purchases a couple of weeks ago to request preapproval 
but never received a response.   I understand major purchases like furniture, electronics, honoraria for 
speakers are things that perhaps we should consult on however at the same time I feel that this undermines 
me as a professional and that my judgement cannot be trusted.  Similar to the media piece, financial decisions 
have never been an issue and no one has ever shared issues with me.  My first year, I was charged twice for 
my GA which was out of my control and in my second year we were in an accident while returning from 
MBLGTACC (Transportation Services charged us for the towing which brought us over, however, D&I covered 
the cost as it was a totally unexpected expense).   In an email exchange yesterday, Dr. Secuban stated that the 
LGBT Center was over budget by 30,000 in 2017-2018 fiscal year.  I asked to see documentation of this as this 
was never brought to my attention; I also shared that Jason Pina had given us funds for “wish list” items and 
that the accounts would be balanced at the end of the fiscal year.  My response was never responded to or 
acknowledged as well as my request for additional information.   I scheduled to take my staff on a leadership 
retreat and was told that I couldn’t because I had not received pre-approval.  I shared that the retreat was 
listed in the list of events I shared earlier in the semester as well as in my employee evaluation as a goal…I 
resent my list of events as well as my evaluation completed by Dr Pina and received no response.   My staff 
worked on the retreat for two and ½ months and when I shared a week before the retreat was being canceled, 
they expressed feeling devalued and confusion.   
 
I shared in a post interview regarding the beginning of Dr. Secuban’s tenure about my excitement to have a 
boss and colleague committed to diversity across the spectrum of identities and at all levels of the university's 
functioning.   I know I can be vocal in sharing my thoughts and asking a lot of questions however have done 
my best to be a teamplayer and not be disrespectful to my supervisor or my coworkers.  Sadly, I know there 
are a lot of rumors circulating campus about D&I.  Many, if not, all of these rumors are not true and are 
not grounded in our realities.  Myself as well as my fellow directors each work hard and are committed to 
upholding the values of our institution and to doing our best to represent that commitment.   If I have 
misrepresented or misspoken or done anything to embarrass the university, it has not been brought to my 
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attention.   My evaluations from David, Shari, and Jason have been positive and all have commended the work 
done by me, my staff, and as D&I as a whole.    
 
I went back and forth on whether to send this email; right now, there is a lot uncertainty about decisions being 
made for D&I.  Some of the changes have caused me to second guess myself and to become paranoid that if I 
come in 5 minutes late that I will be penalized or terminated.  I am mindful that changes are not always easy 
to live into and perhaps that is what I am experiencing, some resistance to change that I will need to wrestle 
through.   Because myself and the other directors have worked fairly independently in terms of oversight (not 
at the expense of collaboration and mutual support for each other), a different form of oversight will take 
some getting used to.   
 
A few weeks ago Dr. Secuban and I had an email exchange about my hours.  At an all staff meeting with D&I, 
Dr Secuban and HR gave us guidelines about how to do our work based on university policy and told us that 
we had to come to work showered, in clean clothing, and by 8am.  We were accused of not working our hours 
and that these policies are grounded in university policy.  During the meeting, there was no time to question 
or discuss the changes and we were all forced to sign a statement that we agreed to the new changes, many 
of us signed under duress and fear of consequences if we didn’t.  Following this meeting, I shared that under 
David Descutner and Shari Clarke I was approved to work 10am-7pm given that I often stay late due to 
programming by the center and/or events hosted by the university that the center supports.  I was told that it 
is university policy that all employees work 8am-5pm.  I responded with the flex-time policy that states that 
our supervisors can allow us to work different schedules based on work commitments and need … I never 
received a response.    
 
I have requested on several occasions wanting to schedule a time to explore space options; however, these 
requests are not acknowledged.  My staff and myself are worried since we are in the process of hiring two 
new additional full time staff and have no physical space to accommodate them.  In addition, I do not have 
much involvement in the hiring process of Assistant Directors and Administrative Associate.  The message that 
I feel is being sent is that Dr. Secuban will hire whom she wants and is trying to push me out.   
 
Since Dr. Secuban has joined us, I have been paranoid and constantly second guessing myself.  I feel as if she 
does not see me or my colleagues as professionals.  She has come to the LGBT Center 3 times in the last two 
months, when I or my staff engage her she quickly leaves and just says she is popping in.   I have tried to 
introduce her to the students and staff of the center but she leaves quickly … the sense I feel is that she is 
trying to catch me doing something wrong and intimidate me.   The environment that has been and is being 
created is not conducive to a safe and empowering work environment.   Dr. Secuban has not taken the time to 
get to know us as her employees and has not taken the time to get know the work we do and the work our 
centers are involved in.    It appears and feels that she has made decisions about us based on misinformation 
and has not given us the opportunity to counter and/or clarify anything.  There are a lot of rumors and I am 
mindful that there are individuals in positions of leadership who do not support or like the work that I 
do…rather than hearing my side or asking me any questions, I am belittled and made to feel as if I don't 
matter.  A few weeks ago I was scheduled to meet with Dr Secuban one on one at 4pm; Dr. Secuban showed 
up at 4:45pm.  Throughout the waiting period, I requested several times from her assistant Amanda Graham 
that I am open to rescheduling at a more convenient time for Dr. Secuban and that I had work to do.  I was 
told I had to wait and made to feel as if my time and work did not matter.  When Dr. Secuban showed up, our 
meeting was rushed and no time to discuss much of anything despite me having an agenda ready for her.   
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We were asked at the beginning of her tenure to submit our resumes and to submit planned events for the 
academic year.  There have been several instances where I have volunteered to help support different 
initiatives such as interfaith efforts given my background in religion or helping with the Latino Caucus as a 
Latinx person myself … my offers are never acknowledged and initiatives given to other directors.  My 
colleague Dr. Winsome Chunnu was tasked with being the point person for interfaith initiatives.  I shared with 
Dr. Secuban that I would like to help given my background in religion and interfaith advocacy.  She was 
surprised to learn about my background and has yet to acknowledge my offers to support the wider work of 
D&I.  Again, it appears that she has no interest or desire in getting to know us or valuing the multiple expertise 
we have as employees.  
 
I am not sure if it is because I am latinx, trans, queer…I am not sure if it is because she perceives me as male…I 
am not sure if she just doesn't like me.  I do not feel safe coming to work and do not feel safe in my position.  
The questions I ask along with emails are often dismissed and/or responded to with “I need to think about 
that” or “I have not thought about that yet.”   I feel that I will be penalized if I raise concerns or continue to ask 
questions.    Dr. Secuban has stated that she wants us to be respectful of each other however respect from 
both her and her assistant is lacking.  
 
At no time in the last 5 years have people questioned my commitment to the university; I have often been told 
that I work too hard and need to take care of myself.   Affirmations and commendations for my work go 
unacknowledged by Dr. Secuban; I share these things with her not to brag about myself but in the spirit of 
reflecting the work I do and that the center does so as to make the university proud.   She has begun to “nickel 
and dime” us with our schedules as if we abuse or misuse our time or are not working our time … our work 
records reflect the complete opposite.    Again, the sense I receive is that she is being given misinformation 
about myself and my colleagues and has made decisions based on gossip, slander, and misinformation.  When 
I have countered the gossip through email, conversations, and/or actions,  it is met with confusion or silence. 
Dr. Secuban’s lack of interest in the work of the center has created fear in both myself and my student staff.  I 
do not feel supported professionally and have concerns about the information she is receiving from others 
and the information she is communicating to the president about the LGBT Center and D&I as a whole.   To be 
blunt, I am being treated like a child and the lack of trust from Dr. Secuban has created a fear-filled, 
demoralizing work environment.   She constantly says that she does not want to micromanage as that is not 
her leadership style however the realities of having to share time in/time out, preapprove all financial 
transactions, preapprove all events, preapprove all media requests reflect the complete opposite.  
 
While Interim Chief Diversity Officer, Dr. Jason Pina did not take the time to engage the work of the LGBT 
Center.  His lack of interest is now being reflected in Dr. Secuban who also has not been very engaging.  In 
these last 3 months, I have learned little about the vision Dr. Secuban has for D&I but know that I have to take 
a shower before coming to work and that all my decisions need pre-approval.   Her lack of engagement, 
micromanaging, and attempts to intimidate are not visible acts of harassment but are passive forms that have 
created fear, doubt, and concern for my own professional safety and future.   Regardless of what I say or do, 
she has already formed the idea that I am a trouble maker and problem despite my efforts to reflect the 
opposite.   I am not sure what role ECRC can play in addressing these concerns.  I am filing this because she is 
sending a clear message that the voices of LGBTQ students, faculty, and staff do not have value and that we 
are second class citizens on campus whose experiences matter very little to her.  I question her commitment 
to diversity as well as professional ethics … she treats each of the directors differently.  3 of us received 
notifications of a raise in our salary and 1 director has yet to receive any information about their raise … 
related to this, there is still a discrepancy in salary with some directors making substantially more than others 
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despite some of us having more professional work experience.  I do not want to seem ungrateful for the salary 
increase however if the goal was to make things more equal and equitable, why is there a sizeable gap?   I 
asked to know what factors were considered in salary decisions since our job descriptions were all modeled 
after the same description; I never received a response or acknowledgement of the question.   There are many 
silences revolving around and within D&I.   I am also treated differently from my colleagues and there are 
double standards in terms of expectations for me compared to expectations for my colleagues; I am the only 
director without a PhD and feel that I am being looked down upon by Dr. Secuban.  Despite all of this, I am 
committed to continuing to do the best job I can and have been encouraging my staff to do the same.  This 
typed, each day I come to work worried that it will be my last day on the job.  At the moment I do not know 
what recourse I have as I worry that any effort on my part to communicate these concerns will be met with 
hostility and possible termination under the guise of something else.  Ever since Dr. Alicia Chavira Prado was 
terminated (a decision that none of us understand and have not been given an explanation on, being mindful 
confidentiality) tensions are running high within the unit.  
 
I have wrestled with the idea of going to Dr. Nellis but have been informed that the same misinformation that 
is being shared with Dr. Secuban has also been shared with him.  I do not know if he will actually listen to my 
concerns or those of my staff as well as those of others within our unit.    
 
As I stated earlier, even if nothing is able to be done, I would like there to be some form of documentation 
expressing concerns about the current status and future of diversity and inclusion at Ohio University under the 
leadership or lack of leadership of Dr. Secuban.   
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Subject: Re: filing Discrimina0on/Harassment Intake Form
Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 at 9:04:13 PM Eastern Daylight Time
From: Bau0sta, Delfin
To: Griffin, Kerri, Equity and Civil Rights Compliance

Hello, 

One more thing...I did bring the concerns I included in my report to a HR representa0ve.  I was not
given any of reassurances of protec0on and was met with silence and lack of support.  

Again thank you
delfin

delfin bautista, msw, mdiv.
pronouns: they / them / their or just delfin
Director, LGBT Center at Ohio University
Baker University Center 354
bautista@ohio.edu  / 740.593.2515 / www.ohio.edu/lgbt
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Instagram ~ oulgbtcenter
 
"The LGBT Center advances the diversity mission of Ohio University by creating a campus and community environment inclusive and
supportive of sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and queerness."

De: Bau0sta, Delfin
Enviado: martes, 25 de sep0embre de 2018 21:01:48
Para: Griffin, Kerri; Equity and Civil Rights Compliance
Asunto: filing Discrimina0on/Harassment Intake Form
 
Hello, 

AYached is my intake form; I am sending this form with much fear and worry about ramifica0ons. 
Please let me know if addi0onal informa0on is needed.  

Thank you for your 0me and help. 
delfin

delfin bautista, msw, mdiv.
pronouns: they / them / their or just delfin
Director, LGBT Center at Ohio University
Baker University Center 354
bautista@ohio.edu  / 740.593.2515 / www.ohio.edu/lgbt
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Instagram ~ oulgbtcenter
 
"The LGBT Center advances the diversity mission of Ohio University by creating a campus and community environment inclusive and
supportive of sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and queerness."

mailto:bautista@ohio.edu
http://www.ohio.edu/lgbt
mailto:bautista@ohio.edu
http://www.ohio.edu/lgbt
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Subject: Re: filing Discrimina0on/Harassment Intake Form
Date: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 at 7:19:15 AM Eastern Daylight Time
From: Griffin, Kerri
To: Bau0sta, Delfin
ADachments: image001.jpg

Hi, delfin:
 
Thanks for the informa0on and the report.  I will read it over and assign it to one of my inves0gators, who will
reach out to schedule some 0me to talk with you, explain the process, etc.
 
Please remember that we have an employee assistance program, so reach out to them if you need some
support.  They can be found at: http://www.impactemployeeassistance.com/
Feel free to get back with me if you have any ques0ons or concerns.
 
I will talk to you soon.

Take care,
 
Kerri
 
 
 
Kerri Griffin
Interim Director and Title IX Coordinator
Equity and Civil Rights Compliance
006 Lindley Hall
740.593.9140
griffink@ohio.edu 
 

 
 

From: "Bau0sta, Delfin" <bau0sta@ohio.edu>
Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 at 9:04 PM
To: "Griffin, Kerri" <griffink@ohio.edu>, Equity and Civil Rights Compliance <equity@ohio.edu>
Subject: Re: filing Discrimina0on/Harassment Intake Form
 

Hello, 

 

One more thing...I did bring the concerns I included in my report to a HR representa0ve.  I was not
given any of reassurances of protec0on and was met with silence and lack of support.  

 

Again thank you

http://www.impactemployeeassistance.com/
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delfin

 

delfin bautista, msw, mdiv.
pronouns: they / them / their or just delfin
Director, LGBT Center at Ohio University
Baker University Center 354
bautista@ohio.edu  / 740.593.2515 / www.ohio.edu/lgbt
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Instagram ~ oulgbtcenter
 
"The LGBT Center advances the diversity mission of Ohio University by creating a campus and
community environment inclusive and supportive of sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and
queerness."

De: Bau0sta, Delfin
Enviado: martes, 25 de sep0embre de 2018 21:01:48
Para: Griffin, Kerri; Equity and Civil Rights Compliance
Asunto: filing Discrimina0on/Harassment Intake Form
 

Hello, 

 

Adached is my intake form; I am sending this form with much fear and worry about ramifica0ons. 
Please let me know if addi0onal informa0on is needed.  

 

Thank you for your 0me and help. 

delfin

 

delfin bautista, msw, mdiv.
pronouns: they / them / their or just delfin
Director, LGBT Center at Ohio University
Baker University Center 354
bautista@ohio.edu  / 740.593.2515 / www.ohio.edu/lgbt
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Instagram ~ oulgbtcenter
 
"The LGBT Center advances the diversity mission of Ohio University by creating a campus and
community environment inclusive and supportive of sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and
queerness."

mailto:bautista@ohio.edu
http://www.ohio.edu/lgbt
mailto:bautista@ohio.edu
http://www.ohio.edu/lgbt
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October 2, 2018 
 

delfin bautista, MSW, MDiv.  
Director, LGBT Center 
354 Baker   
Ohio University  
bautista@ohio.edu (delivered via email) 
 
 Re: ECRC Complainant against Gigi Secuban 
 
Dear delfin: 
 

Thank you for taking the time to meet with me on September 27, 2018, regarding 
the complaint you submitted to University Equity and Civil Rights Compliance (ECRC). I 
have had an opportunity to discuss your case with Kerri Giffin, the Interim Director and 
Title IX Coordinator. We are in agreement that, while we certainly understand that the 
situation you find yourself in is uncomfortable, it does not pass ECRC’s gatekeeping 
function.  
 

ECRC is responsible for ensuring that the University maintains an employment and 
educational environment that is free from discrimination and harassment on the basis of 
a protected status, including sex, gender, gender identity or expression, and sexual 
orientation. You described a number of actions that have been taken that you feel 
undermine you and devalue your abilities and expertise, such as requiring preapproval 
for spending and interviews, requiring that employees come to work showed, in clean 
clothes and arrive by 8:00 a.m., failing to respond to a number of your questions and 
coming to the LGBT Center unannounced and only staying for a few minutes.  
 

All of these actions are well within Dr. Secuban’s authority as the Vice President 
of Diversity and Inclusion; there is nothing inherently discriminatory about any of these 
acts. Therefore, there would have to be some evidence of, or reason to believe that, Dr. 
Secuban is acting on the basis of an inappropriate discriminatory intent on the basis of 
your being a member of a protected class under Ohio University Policy 40.001. However, 
you stated that you are not sure if her behavior is because you are latinx, trans and queer, 
because she perceives you as male, or if she just does not like you. Please note that, in 
order for behaviors to constitute harassment under Ohio University Policy 40.001, the 
behaviors must be severe or pervasive enough to deny or limit the full benefit of 
employment or to create an objectively intimidating, hostile or abusive environment. If you 
yourself are not sure if Dr. Secuban’s behaviors are subjectively on the basis of your 
being a member of a protected class, it is almost impossible to determine that they 
objectively constituted harassment.  
 



2 
 

You also raised the possibility that Dr. Secuban is treating you differently than the 
other directors who report to her, including the directors of the Multicultural Center, 
OMSAR and the Women’s Center. However, you also indicated that at least one of the 
other Directors also felt marginalized by Dr. Secuban. It is also my understanding that the 
meeting at which Dr. Secuban advised you that you had to come to work showered, in 
clean clothing and arrive by 8:00 a.m. was an all-staff meeting that included the other D&I 
Directors. While this may have felt demeaning to you, the other directors were subjected 
to the same experience. And while it might not seem “fair”, it is not a discriminatory 
violation of Ohio University policy to treat employees differently based on their level of 
education, i.e., having a PhD. Not having a doctorate degree is not a protected class 
under University policy.   
 

However, should additional incidents occur that you believe reflect discriminatory 
motive by virtue of your being a member of a protected class under University Policy 
40.001, you are welcome to reach out to our office.   

 
Thank you for your cooperation during this process.  If you have any questions or 

concerns, please feel free to contact me at (740) 593-1007. 
   
 

Sincerely, 
 

 
 
G. Antonio Anaya, J.D. 
Civil Rights Investigator  
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Subject: adding informa+on to my case / file
Date: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 at 11:29:21 AM Eastern Daylight Time
From: Bau+sta, Delfin
To: Griffin, Kerri, Anaya, George
ABachments: image001.jpg

Hi Kerri and George,
 
Many thanks for your help and aNen+on.  I am mindful that my situa+on is complex.  I wanted to add some
more informa+on to my file / case.  I am not sure if this will move it in any direc+on but at the very least, its
documented. 
 
Since mee+ng with George, things have become more intense.  Of all the directors (to my knowledge) I am
the only one being audited; all offices were audited for electronics however I am the only being audited for
things like books, furniture, and other miscellaneous items.  Yesterday when I was geXng ready to leave at
6pm, the audit team showed up unannounced with Amanda Graham and were first surprised that I was here
and surprised that I was able to show all purchases requested.  The sense I have is they are trying to catch me
doing something and building a case against me.   To my knowledge I am the only director and office receiving
this level of aNen+on (and in some ways scru+ny) and have a followup mee+ng with the audi+ng team on
Thursday. 
 
I ini+ally thought things were improving aZer the Student Senate incidents however aZer it the news of the
fake threats being released, both Gigi and Amanda do not engage me or reply to my ques+ons / emails.   I
received a reprimand from Gigi through Geneva Murray about a student’s post to their personal page.  All
other ques+ons, go unanswered. 
 
Last week I removed myself from the hiring process for our administra+ve associate due to my voice being
ignored and silenced; I requested that individuals to be considered have a background working with LGBT
folks / community and told that it was not per+nent or needed.  All the candidates I selected were not
approved for ini+al interviews and when voicing my concerns I was yelled at and hung up on by Amanda,
Gigi’s assistant.   My request to be removed due to being disrespected as well as having my exper+se
undermined has not been acknowledged by Gigi, Amanda, or HR, all of whom were copied on the emails. 
The sense I have is that a case is being created and falsified to have me removed from my posi+on.  Decisions
I make or sugges+ons shared for the searches currently happening for the Assistant Director and
Administra+ve Associate are ignored, silenced, or pushed away.  If am pushed out of my posi+on by being
forced to resign or being terminated, I worry that Gigi and Amanda are working to create a falsified image of
me and destroy by professional reputa+on. 
 
In my discussion with George, we discussed the difficul+es of my situa+on as many things are within the
rights and parameters of a supervisor.  However, more and more I am being targeted and singled out
compared to my colleagues supervised by Gigi.  In all honesty, I feel that I am being supervised not by Gigi but
by her assistant. 
 
I am happy to meet again.  Regardless of outcome, I would like this email added to my file so that there is a
record of my concerns and the hos+le / unsafe work environment being created for me and ul+mately for
LGBT people on this campus. 
 
Many thanks for your +me and aNen+on,
delfin
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mx. delfin “Head Queer” bautista, MSW, MDiv.
***pronouns:  they, them, theirs (or just delfin)***
Director, LGBT Center  
Advisor, Latino Student Union and SHADES
Adjunct Lecturer, Social Work and Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
 
Baker University Center 354 • 1 Ohio University • Athens OH 45701-2979
740.593.2614 • bautista@ohio.edu • www.ohio.edu/lgbt
Connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Instagram, and Pinterest: oulgbtcenter
 
The LGBT Center advances the diversity mission of OHIO by creating a community on and off campus that is
inclusive, supportive, and celebratory of sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and queerness. 
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